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A Social History of Blood Transfusion: 
As Comparing to the Case of Organ Transplantation 
SHOJI Toshiyuki 
Hea1th Science University 
百usarticle will survey血ehistory of blood transfusion from仕leviewpoints of 
technological development， idea1 conflicts， and the formation of social policies， in each 
ca民 comparedwith the case of organ transplantation. Both of them are a collection of 
technologies of exchange of human body parts， and thus there are similar points in bo出
cases regarding aspects of idea1 or四 lturalconflicts and social policies for establishing 
those technologies in society. A con出 uityand a discontinuity which are revealed 
出orough出 ssurvey wil1 be essential to understand current organ transplantation from 
the perspective of medicalization and on仕lebasis of understanding the previous history 
of blood transfusion. 
This article wil1 firstly examine early experiments of blood transfusion and 
Cartesian thought. Secondly， itwil1 examine the case of two scholars who contributed 
greatly to technological development of bo出 ofblood 位ansfusion and organ 
transplantation， paying particular attention to the era and the 'total war system'出at出ey
lived出rough.百世dly，it wil1 consider the global system of blood supply formed after 
World War I， and its relationship with the current large-scale spread of AIDS through 
contaminated blood-based pharmaceutical products. 
In each aspec七 similarpoints regarding the pioneering character of blood 
transfusion toward organ仕ansplantationcan be seen. Therefore血eproblems which 
町田口edin blood transfusion must be problems血atwil1 also occur in organ 
transplantation， and difference between bo血 ofthem will be characterize current出e
trend of medicalization， inwhi白血etarget of the use of power is no longer people in出e
collective sense， but individuals. 
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